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1. Executive Summary

Background
The Right2BCared4 pilot began in October 2007 in 11 local authorities and is based on the following principles:

- Young people should not be expected to leave care until they reach 18 years old;
- They should have a greater say in the decision making process preceding their exit from care; and
- Should be properly prepared for living independently.

Key to this pilot is that the transition from care to independence should be planned and properly managed, that young people should be consulted about their wishes and feelings and that they should have access to independent advocacy.

This interim report presents findings from a mapping exercise and focus groups undertaken between January and June 2009 with social workers, personal advisers, independent reviewing officers (IROs) and other key professionals from each of the pilot sites, to explore:

- How each of the pilot sites planned to meet the objectives of Right2BCared4 and any changes compared to plans submitted to the former Department for Children, Schools and Families; and
- Early benefits and challenges since implementation.

Key Findings from the Interim Report
The interim report provides a preliminary insight into the early benefits and challenges of Right2BCared4 from the perspective of those professionals involved in its planning and implementation.

Right2BCared4 is based upon key principles, rather than a single intervention and a range of approaches have been adopted by authorities to meet the objectives of the pilot. Developments and changes in each local authority
need to be understood within the wider context of the area’s existing services. The boundaries between leaving care provision to meet the requirements of the Children (Leaving Care) Act 2000, organisational responses to the Care Matters: Time for Change (DfES, 2007), the Children and Young Persons Act 2008 (see: http://www.leavingcare.org/data/tmp/5344-10767.pdf) and Right2BCared4 are blurred and making comparisons between different authorities ‘pre’ and ‘post’ implementation is challenging.

Pre-existing policy and practice

- Prior to Right2BCared4 over half of the pilot local authorities’ already encouraged young people to stay in care until they reached the age of 18.
- Eight local authorities indicated that they brought forward reviews, if necessary, in response to changes in young people’s circumstances.
- All the pilot sites had supported accommodation options available, including shared housing and self-contained flats with either on-site or visiting support.

Young people’s entitlement to remain in care until they reach legal adulthood

- The pilot was perceived to have increased local authorities willingness to provide appropriate accommodation for young people up until they reach 18.
- The way in which information about independence was presented to young people was perceived to be changing in some local authorities, with increased emphasis being placed upon young people’s entitlement to stay in care.
- Offering the option for young people to return to care if they left before the age of 18 and encountered difficulties was seen to offer an important ‘safety net’ and more closely models the approach that many parents would adopt with their own children (see also, Munro et al., 2010).
Training or ‘taster’ flats and renewed emphasis on the role of carers in preparing young people for independence

- Four local authorities extended their accommodation provision under Right2BCared4, introducing training/taster flats\(^1\) or a residential unit.
- Training/taster flats were deemed to have a number of benefits, offering young people a ‘taste of independence’ whilst allowing them to return to their main placement afterwards. Professionals were also able to obtain a better insight into what additional skills and support young people may need in the future to prepare them for independence.

Young people’s wishes and local authority capacity to secure and maintain placements

- Not all young people want to remain in care longer, irrespective of what professionals perceive to be in their best interest.
- The opportunity to allow young people to return to care was seen as a positive development; however foster care shortages meant that it was rarely possible for a young person to return to their previous foster or residential placement.
- Challenges were experienced by professionals trying to sustain placements as this was conditional not only on the young person wanting to stay, but also on foster carers or residential units being willing and able to care for the young person (see also, Munro et al., 2010).
- Trying to secure placements for young people with complex needs can be resource intensive and placement costs can be high (Ward et al., 2008). This has wider cost implications.

Management of the transition to adulthood

- Some professionals raised concerns that Right2BCared4 had not resolved the problems that can be encountered in managing the

\(^1\) Training/taster flats offer the opportunity to experience what it is like to live independently before leaving care to move to independent accommodation. The flats temporary accommodate one young person at a time and support is provided by visiting or onsite staff.
transition process and that legislation and age related entitlement rules were still causing difficulties. For example:

- Local authorities identified practical difficulties in providing ongoing support once young people reached 18. These included residential units being in breach of their registration if they extended placements and financial, tax and benefit issues for foster carers continuing to care for young people post 18 (see also, Munro et al., 2010).
- One authority highlighted that that the transfer of responsibility for accommodation from children’s services to housing was problematic.
- Concerns were expressed that foster carers were overprotecting young people in their care, leaving them ill equipped for living independently (see also, Munro et al., 2010).

The role of the Independent Reviewing Officer (IRO)

- Right2BCared4 introduced measures designed to strengthen the role of the IRO, including appointing a named IRO for each young person and requiring the IRO to consult with young people prior to their review to establish their wishes and feelings.
- The enhanced IRO role was deemed by professionals to have improved scrutiny of care plans and allowed workers to spend more time with young people prior to their reviews.
- It was also suggested that policies strengthening notification procedures, to ensure that IROs are aware of significant changes, had given them leverage to challenge local authority plans if these were not perceived to be in the young person’s best interests.
- IROs need to work collaboratively with social workers, however they must feel able to challenge them if the young person’s care plans are not seen to be in their best interests, or if there are delays in the decision making process. This had caused tensions in some pilot sites, with social workers feeling that IROs were taking over their case management responsibility and that their practice was under constant scrutiny.
• The benefits of additional reviews were deemed to be dependent upon the ability to actively engage young people and empower them to take control of the review and decide where it should be held and who should be invited.

**Next steps**
The interim report offers a preliminary insight into early benefits and challenges of Right2BCared4 from the perspective of those involved in planning and implementing it. Work is underway to ascertain young people’s views and experiences (via a survey and face to face interviews). Data are also being collected from case records and interviews with social workers and IROs. The costs of operating Right2BCared4 compared with standard leaving care services are also being examined.
2. Background

International research suggests that, as a group, care leavers are at high risk of social exclusion and poor outcomes as they negotiate the transition to adulthood, including low educational attainment, unemployment, poverty, mental health problems, social isolation, homelessness, instability and involvement in crime (Biehal et al., 1995, 1999; Broad, 1999; Cashmore and Paxman, 1996; Courtney et al., 2001; 2005; Munro, Stein and Ward, 2005; Stein et al., 2000; Stein and Carey, 1986; Stein and Munro, 2008). Although some young people successfully ‘move on’ from care, too many ‘struggle’ as they make the transition from care to independence (Stein, 2008). The pathways young people take are influenced by their pre-care experiences, the quality of care they receive, the nature of their transitions from care, and the support they receive after they leave (Stein, 2008).

In England, in recent years there have been changes in legislation, policy and practice aimed at delaying young people’s discharge from care, improving the consistency of support, and strengthening arrangements to assist them financially (Department of Health, 2001). Care Matters: Time for Change (Department for Education and Skills, 2007) proposed a further package of measures designed to enhance the preparation of, and support for, care leavers. The Right2BCared4 project is one of the interventions being piloted\(^2\). Approximately 1,100 young people from a total of 11 local authorities are involved in the 3 year pilot which began in October 2007. It is based on the principle that young people aged 16-18 should not be expected to leave care until they reach the age of 18; that they should be properly prepared before they move to independent living arrangements and that they should have a greater say in the decision-making process preceding their exit from care. The pilot recognises that to facilitate this it is important that the transition from care is planned in advance and properly managed; that young people are fully consulted and their wishes and feelings are taken into account and that they have access to independent advocacy.

\(^2\) The Staying Put 18+ Family Placement programme is also being piloted and evaluated by the Centre for Child and Family Research, Loughborough University. The interim report for this pilot (Munro et al.; 2010) is available from the DFE website.
3. Introduction and scope of report

The overarching aim of the evaluation is to assess the extent to which the Right2BCared4 pilots help care leavers achieve better outcomes (see Appendix B for further details). This is an interim report based on data from a mapping exercise and focus groups undertaken between January and June 2009 to explore how each of the 11 pilot sites planned to meet the aims and objectives of Right2BCared4 and the changes they have made since the project began. Emphasis is placed upon exploration of some of the issues that have arisen as local authorities have sought to improve the stability of final care placements and reduce the number of young people moving to independence before they reach 18 and strategies to empower young people to participate meaningfully at each stage of the transition process.

The interim report provides a preliminary insight into both the early benefits and challenges of aspects of Right2BCared4 from the perspective of those professionals involved in planning and implementing it. It is important to acknowledge that implementation of pilot projects is an iterative process and changes at both national and local level mean the plans are likely to evolve and adapt over time. Further, Right2BCared4 is essentially based upon a series of key principles, rather than a single intervention and a range of approaches have been adopted by authorities to meet the aims and objectives of the pilot. Developments and changes in each local authority need to be understood within the wider context of the area’s existing services for looked after children and care leavers. This means that the boundaries between leaving care provision to meet the requirements of the Children (Leaving Care) Act 2000, organisational responses to the Care Matters: Time for Change (DfES, 2007), the Children and Young Persons Act 2008 (see: http://www.leavingcare.org/data/tmp/5344-10767.pdf) and Right2BCared4 are blurred and making comparisons between different authorities ‘pre’ and ‘post’ implementation is challenging. Later stages of the evaluation will facilitate triangulation of the findings and more in-depth exploration of the issues raised and the impact of the pilot on outcomes for young people making the
transition from care to adulthood. Further details are outlined in Section 6 (p.29).

The next section of the report (Section 4) provides further details of the purpose and methods of the mapping exercise and focus groups that inform this report. Sections five and six of the report examine the challenges that professionals have encountered as they have sought to promote placement stability, encourage young people to remain in care until 18 and enhance preparation for the transition to independence and empower young people and promote their active participation in the decision-making process. Section seven provides details about the next phase of the study, including details of how case study areas were selected.
4. Methodology

4.1 Mapping approaches to meet the aims and objectives of Right2BCared4

Purpose and method

A preliminary mapping exercise was undertaken by the research team at the beginning of the evaluation. The purposes of this were:

- to identify similarities and differences in delivery plans for each of the local authorities to meet the aims and objectives of Right2BCared4;
- facilitate selection of six case study areas and ensure that the main approaches to the Right2BCared4 pilot are examined in depth.

The research team asked representatives in each of the 11 pilot sites to submit their original application to the Department for Children, Schools and Families (DCSF) outlining their plans for delivering Right2BCared4, their local evaluation strategy and any other supporting documentation they felt would facilitate this initial mapping exercise. The research team constructed a mapping template which was designed to capture and systematically record information on Right2BCared4 pilot provision and proposed models of delivery. Where possible a distinction was drawn between existing policy and practice, which provides a foundation to support implementation of Right2BCared4, and changes proposed to meet the aims and objectives of the pilot. Broad categories examined during the exercise included: overarching principles underpinning service provision; review mechanisms; IRO model of provision; advocacy and strategies to facilitate young people’s participation and empowerment and preparation for independent living. The range of interpretations of how to meet the overarching objectives of the pilot meant that certain components of local authority plans did not lend themselves to simple classification. However, where possible, information from individual authority maps was utilised to construct summary tables outlining key features of local authority plans. These can be found in appendix A. Findings from the mapping exercise are also discussed and
presented in sections five and six of the report, to contextualise the focus group data.

4.2 Focus Groups

Purpose and method

Eleven focus groups, one per pilot site, were held with a combination of social workers, personal advisers, independent reviewing officers (IROs) and other personnel identified as having a role in implementing Right2BCared4 in each local authority.

Between four and eight professionals attended each focus group. All but two of the focus groups included social workers or leaving care workers and IROs. A breakdown of the attendees according to job roles is shown in table 1, below.

**Table 1: Focus group attendees**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional role</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social workers</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal advisor or Leaving care worker</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation workers</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service managers</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team managers</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent reviewing officers</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent advocate or children’s rights officer</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>60</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The purpose of the focus groups was to obtain an insight into the core issues and challenges that have arisen from implementing new models of delivery to
meet the Right2BCared4 objectives, as well as to illuminate variations in the roles, views and experiences of different professionals working with eligible, relevant and former relevant young people. Group discussions are a useful tool for allowing professionals from a shared background to discuss their views and attitudes, revealing differences in perspectives and opinions and identifying themes and issues requiring more in-depth exploration during in-depth interviews (Ritchie and Lewis, 2003). Data were imported into NVivo 7 and analysed thematically to explore similarities and differences in views according to professional group as well as variations between local authorities. Findings from the focus groups are also being used to support the development of research tools for subsequent phases of the research.

The next section of the report draws together findings from the mapping exercise and the focus groups to identify some of the issues that are emerging as local authorities seek to implement plans to meet the aims and objectives of Right2BCared4.
5. Placement stability, remaining in care until 18 and preparation for leaving

Social and economic changes have influenced normative transitions to independence in Western societies and families play an increasing role in supporting children into adulthood and provide ongoing social, practical and emotional support (Bynner and Parsons, 2002; Jones, 2002; Mendes and Moslehuddin, 2006; Wade and Munro, 2008). In contrast, care leavers are expected to make the transition straight from childhood dependence to adulthood self-sufficiency and assume adult responsibilities at a younger age than their peers (Biehal et al., 1995; Dixon and Stein, 2005; Garnett, 1992; Jones, 1995; Pinkerton and McCrea 1999; Propp et al., 2003). In addition, they cannot necessarily rely on consistent support from their families (Biehal and Wade, 1996; Sinclair et al., 2005). In this context it is particularly important that they are not expected to make the transition to independence before they are ready and that they are properly prepared.

Right2BCared4 seeks to promote the principle that young people have the right to be cared for by the local authority until they reach 18 and enhance the preparation they receive to support their transition. The rationale for this is linked both to research evidence that demonstrates the value of delaying young people’s discharge from care and because it is recognised that young people leaving care should be entitled to the same care that young people in the general population expect from a reasonable parent (Dixon, 2008; Wade and Dixon, 2006, Department for Education and Skills, 2007). The pilot lends weight to these ambitions in a number of ways. It makes it explicit that the local authority must actively seek to delay young people’s discharge from care and gives young people a much greater say over decisions that they should leave care before they are 18. Local authorities are not permitted to make significant changes to plans, such as moving a young person to ‘independent’ accommodation, without this being scrutinised under the care reviewing process and the young person agreeing the change\(^3\). Further, young people

\(^3\)‘Significant changes’ in the context of Right2BCared4 are outlined in full on page 22.
must be provided with support from an independent person at the review meeting. Where exceptionally, the outcome of the review sets aside the wishes and feelings of the young person or overrules the advice of the independent advocate then changes can not be made until the dispute resolution process has been followed. The following section outlines the policies and procedures in place prior to implementation of Right2BCared4, before going on to consider changes under the pilot.

**Pre-existing policy and practice before implementation of Right2BCared4**

The mapping exercise revealed that just over half the pilot authorities had already adopted the principle that young people should be encouraged to remain in care until 18, prior to implementation of Right2BCared4. As such, they were continuing to support and maintain placements for young people beyond the age of 16 and staff were encouraging young people to delay their discharge from care until they reached legal adulthood.

**Table 2: Pilot sites encouraging young people to remain in care until 18 under existing policy and under Right2BCared4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pilot sites</th>
<th>Encourage young people to remain in care until 18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Existing policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* considered good practice for young people in foster care to remain in placement up to 18 but young people in residential leave at 16 years of age (based on focus group data)

Eight local authorities indicated that they brought forward reviews if this was felt to be necessary in response to changes in circumstance. The
discretionary nature of this is removed under Right2BCared4 as local authorities have to hold a review to make a significant change to a young person’s care plan.

To support preparation for independence on a more practical level all 11 pilot sites were already found to have supported accommodation options available, including shared housing and self-contained flats with either on-site or visiting support. Table A.1 provides a summary of what is available in each local authority (p.48). In shared accommodation, residents have their own bedroom but share other facilities such as bathrooms, kitchens and living rooms. Self-contained flats accommodate one young person at a time. These types of accommodation cater for young people who require assistance to live independently. Supported accommodation helps care leavers acquire the skills necessary to cope with independent living, thus easing their transition from care to independence. The following section explores some of the developments that have taken place since pilot sites have implemented Right2BCared4.

Changes in policy and practice post implementation of Right2BCared4

Young people’s entitlement to remain in care until they reach legal adulthood

The emphasis placed upon young people’s right to remain in care, coupled with increased scrutiny of this under the care planning process was seen to have influenced practice to different extents across the pilot sites. In part this is likely to reflect differences in practice before Right2BCared4. If improvements to practice were noted it was not always possible to determine whether these were directly attributable to Right2BCared4. There were indications that progress had been made in some areas in terms of the way information about moving to independence was being presented. In one local authority, for example, a leaving care worker explained that:
[The IROs] ...rather than saying to the young person, ‘What are your thoughts’, they’d say ‘At 16 you can have a training flat’, and you’re like, ‘Well, they haven’t even expressed any interest in leaving yet’.

The pilot was also seen to have increased local authorities’ willingness to provide appropriate accommodation for all young people up to the age of 18, including those who leave care earlier but then wish to return because they are experiencing difficulties. This was seen to offer a better ‘safety net’ for young people and more closely models the approach that parents would adopt with their own children. As one worker put it:

A good parent says... ‘Well, I’m hanging in there with you’. ..If they make the decisions [to leave home] themselves by voting with their feet - a good parent is there…saying, ‘When you’re through this, your home is here’.

Another suggested that:

The Local Authority’s response has changed...particularly for the likes of 16 and 17-year-olds really, leaving residential placements, because often those sorts of scenarios are fairly negative ones rather than a positive decision: it’s ‘I’ve had enough of this,’…In the past it would have been, ‘Well we’ll find him a B & B if we can’t find anything else’…Now we’re in a much stronger position to be saying ‘Uh-uh, that’s not acceptable’, and at the very least if they’re going to go then we want a package of support there for them (Leaving Care Worker).

Right2BCared4 emphasises not only that young people should be entitled to remain in care, but also that they should be well prepared for the transition to adulthood. Although all young people need to develop skills for independent living there are certain distinct issues that raise specific challenges for those seeking to prepare looked after children. Young people may enter care late meaning that time is limited to prepare them or to address emotional or behavioural difficulties that may be associated with adverse experiences prior to entry; this can leave them vulnerable to poor outcomes, particularly in the
absence of a ‘safety net’ or option of returning to care beyond the age of 18. At the same time, it is arguably even more crucial that they are adequately prepared because unlike their peers in the general population they cannot continue to rely on carers for financial support. Emotional support from their carers cannot be guaranteed either. Use of a training or ‘taster’ flat is one strategy that has the potential to better equip young people with the skills they need. Funding under Right2BCared4 supported developments in this respect.

**Training or ‘taster’ flats and renewed emphasis on the role of carers in preparing young people for independence**

The mapping exercise revealed that four areas proposed extending their accommodation provision to include the option of a temporary stay in a taster flat or residential unit. LA B planned to introduce a four-bedded residential unit specifically for young people aged 16-18. Prior to the pilot, this authority had not supported young people in residential care to remain looked after beyond 16. In three sites short-term placements to offer young people a ‘taste’ of independence were proposed. LA H proposed offering young people up to 8 weeks in a ‘taster flat’ with a Supported Accommodation team providing young people with advice and practical support to help them develop their independent living skills. LA F and LA I proposed similar schemes offering young people three weeks in a flat. Further details from the focus groups revealed that in LA F young people are provided with an Independent Living folder, which contains guidance and advice for their stay and they are expected to record their experience and achievements ([http://www.bournemouth.gov.uk/News/press_office/Press_Releases/May_2008/valeroad.asp](http://www.bournemouth.gov.uk/News/press_office/Press_Releases/May_2008/valeroad.asp)). In LA I young people stay at the flat for three weeks on three separate occasions and complete a nine week programme of work.

These new accommodation options were seen to have a number of benefits. First, they offer young people a ‘taste of independence’ but allow young people to return to their main placement afterwards. Young people gain skills and an insight into what living independently entails. Leaving care workers are also able to obtain a better insight into what additional skills and support
young people may need in the future to prepare them for independence. This may be particularly important given that data from the focus groups revealed an ongoing concern that foster carers may be over protecting young people in their care, meaning that young people are not provided with sufficient opportunity to take on additional responsibilities or test boundaries and learn in the safety of their placement. ‘It’s very easy to infantilise and make dependent kids in care’ (Right2BCared4 lead) but this can leave young people exposed and ill-equipped for living alone when they cease to be looked after (see also, Munro et al., 2010). A further benefit of ‘trial’ independence in this context is that young people return to care rather than struggling alone. There is also a sense in which they are not seen to have failed, but the experience may help them,

realise – especially the young men – that actually asking for help from time to time is...OK...you’re not a failure because you need a bit of help (Leaving Care Worker).

Only four pilot sites provided new accommodation options under Right2BCared4 but a further five identified the importance of preparing, training and supporting foster carers to encourage them to give children more freedom and responsibility. It was rarely clear whether the strategies local authorities were adopting to try and address this issue, outlined below, had been triggered by Right2BCared4.

In LA D awareness had grown that, in the past, preparation was effectively postponed until young people transferred to the leaving care team. Greater attention was now being given to rectifying this and supporting carers to look at this with young people at an earlier stage. They had also developed guidance and information materials to support this. In LA E, carers were being asked to assess young people’s skills earlier than had traditionally been the case. In LA F foster carer training is being undertaken in collaboration with young people who have spent time in care or accommodation. In another authority (LA K) workshops were being held with stakeholders to better understand what the transition and independence meant to everyone involved
with young people and to develop policies around these issues. Post-18 carers’ policies and procedures had also been developed, including scenarios that foster carers might encounter to help them respond when issues arose with respect to young adults’ health and emotional development and so forth.

It is noteworthy that concerns about over protection and risk adversity in foster and residential care are not new, indeed, they were recognised in early research on young people in and leaving care (Parker et al., 1991, Stein and Carey, 1986). It is too early to determine whether the developments outlined above are having a discernable impact upon carers’ behaviour, but this will be explored further in the next phase of the evaluation. Carers’ views and experiences of supporting young people’s transition from care to adulthood are also being sought in the evaluation of the Staying Put 18+ Family placement pilot programme (Munro et al., 2010).

Ongoing issues and challenges

Young people’s wishes and local authority capacity to secure and maintain placements

Although the pilot was seen to have led to welcomed changes in policy and practice, this was not seen to have been without challenges and a number of issues were encountered as local authorities sought to embed the principles of Right2BCared4. First, not all young people want to remain in local authority care for longer. A combination of factors may contribute to this, including, pre-entry experience, satisfaction with placement, levels of support and care whilst looked after, as well as young people’s perceptions of what independence means. Age at entry to care and past experiences can also be influential in framing young people’s expectations. Wade and colleagues (2005) identify how some UASC find the boundaries and controls attached to foster placements frustrating and how this can pose a dilemma for social workers, keen to maintain the placements, but also understanding young people’s desire to move to independence.
Some don’t want to be looked after, they arrive not wanting to be looked after, they have quite a wide range of different expectations about what being 16, 17 and older is about. I just worry that sometimes they come into and leave the looked after system much more quickly than citizen children do, and that may be for good reasons in some cases, but I just think that it’s an area…we could do with looking at more closely (Service Manager).

Irrespective of professional perspectives on what is in the best interests of the child, young people may not want to exercise their right to remain in care until they reach 18. Workers suggested that those with the most complex needs and care histories, that might benefit most from the enhanced entitlements under Right2BCared4, are also the young people least likely to choose to stay.

Having the scope to allow young people to return to care if they left and struggled to cope was therefore seen to be a positive development.

There’s not a fear now that that’s the end, that they can before their 18th birthday ask to come back into care. So there’s not anyone saying, ‘You made that decision, that’s final’.

However, professionals noted that even with this option, care leavers are still being expected to make the transition to adulthood earlier than their peers in the community and some of them are having to leave before they are emotionally ready to do so. Foster carer shortages also mean that it is rarely possible for young people to return to their former placement if they leave care and then seek to return. Difficulties in this respect may be further exacerbated by raising the age of exit from care or accommodation.

So the young person’s got that right where they can say, ‘Well you know I want to come back [into care], it’s not worked out’…but they haven’t got the right to go back to [their last placement].
There’s a shortage of foster carers in [LA], so very often if a young person moves out then their space is automatically snapped up by someone else (Area Service Manager).

Practical difficulties could also be encountered in securing placements for young people with complex needs.

But we’re not talking about great numbers…there’s only one person that’s used their veto [sic] to return to care after it’s broken down…and that worked OK. But there’s one that’s been trying to use their veto[sic] to come back into care for months and it’s just not worked because they’ve not been able to place him anywhere (Independent Reviewing Officer).

Trying to secure placements can be particularly resource intensive in terms of social work activity. Placement costs are also substantially higher for young people with more complex needs, including emotional and behavioural difficulties and offending behaviour (Ward et al. 2008). This therefore has wider resource implications for the local authorities concerned. Indeed each of the pilot areas expressed anxieties about the sustainability of changes under Right2BCared4 without additional funding.

Maintaining placements could also prove challenging for local authorities as this is conditional not only upon the young person wanting to stay, but also upon foster carers being willing and able to maintain a young person’s placement, or a residential unit being able to continue to care for them. Therefore, in practice it may not be possible to realise the young person’s wishes, as doing so could infringe upon the rights of the carer and/or other young people. Difficulties may be exacerbated by wider issues, including placement regulations and shortages of foster carers (see also, Munro et al., 2010). One IRO reflected that having worked hard to encourage a young person to remain in placement, the fostering team had allocated another child to the foster carers which meant the young person was going to have to be moved.
We’ve got a young lad, an asylum seeker, who’s having difficulties in the placement and the foster carer says I’m giving you 28 days notice. I have done some work to help this lad stay there, and for it to continue. But now I’m being told by the fostering team oh we’ve put another child in on the strength of him moving in 28 days, so he’s got to go! (Independent Reviewing Officer).

**Management of the transition to adulthood**

Another concern raised by professionals was that the pilot had not really resolved the problems that can be encountered in managing the *transition process*. Legislation and age related entitlement rules in the transition from childhood to adulthood were still causing difficulties after implementation of Right2BCared4.

*But it’s interesting, isn’t it. Cos you’ve shifted the age…but actually the issues around the transition process haven’t actually been solved* (Independent Reviewing Officer).

*We identified fairly quickly, that all it has done is just knock it back two years, erm, you know what used to be 16…used to have all these arguments. We’ve shunted it back to 18 but, you know, our 18 year olds are just as vulnerable as those 16 year olds were* (Independent Reviewing Officer).

Ongoing concerns were raised about this in the context of a system in which foster carers may continue to over protect young people in their care.

*Young people don’t know how to open the washing machine…potentially we could hit [difficulties] if we don’t tackle this issue with foster carers…a lot of young people are gonna skip that training flat, they’re going to move from foster care or supported lodgings, extended foster care straight into a [council] flat…So I think we’re going to hit problems at a later age…they could be 19, 20 and ill-prepared* (Personal Adviser).
This illustrates how young people may continue to experience difficulties when they leave care, irrespective of age, because they have not received sufficient preparation and therefore have to suddenly adjust to instant adulthood. That is, they may experience extended and abrupt transitions to adulthood (Stein and Munro, 2008). The implications of this may be more pronounced for young people in and leaving care, compared to their peers in the general population, as the former cannot rely on receive ongoing emotional and/or financial support from their carers into adulthood.

Once young people reached legal adulthood local authorities identified practical difficulties in providing ongoing care. Two authorities identified that extending placements in residential units beyond eighteen, even for a short period, was problematic as it meant their care homes would be in breach of their registration. The financial implications of foster carers continuing to care for young people post age 18, on an approved lodging basis, at a lower rate of payment, alongside wider tax and benefit issues linked to young people reaching adulthood, were also raised. Such issues are also being explored in the Staying Put 18+ Family Placement pilot programme (Munro et al., 2010). A mismatch between different legislative frameworks and different perspectives on children’s and adult services responsibilities also raised challenges for local authorities.

**Joint working and legislative frameworks**

**Housing**

The transfer of responsibility for accommodation from children’s services to housing was identified as particularly problematic in one pilot site.

_Housing needs to be involved and saying ‘Yes, we are looking. They’re turning 18, let’s say we’ve got a place coming up at 18 and 3 months, they can move in there’. There needs to be some transition, not ‘Oh…you can only come in when you are 18 to say you’re homeless and do a Homeless Application…’ It’s too late then, they’re out of ours, nobody wants to pay for_
them after 18 and Housing won’t pick them up until they’ve gone through all their bureaucracy (Leaving Care Worker).

In the same authority, Right2BCared4 had enabled social workers to secure management agreement for a high-cost placement to meet the needs of a young person who asked to return to care shortly before she was 18 years old. However, a gap in service provision emerged when the case was referred to adult services. Although the young person was deemed to have special needs, because she did not fall under adult services disability criteria, allegedly they were not willing to pay for the placement until she reached 19 years of age.

Effective joint working between departments can minimise discontinuities in service provision. *Housing and Children’s Services, Preventing homelessness and tackling its effects on children and young people* (Department for Communities and Local Government, Department for Children, Schools and Families, 2008) emphasises the importance of cooperation between housing and children’s services department. The recent Southwark judgement (see: [http://www.leavingcare.org/news/135/](http://www.leavingcare.org/news/135/)) also clarifies each agency’s responsibilities. There was considerable variation between local authorities concerning their working relationships with housing. Well-established relationships in one pilot area meant that some Housing Officers would make children’s services aware if a young person was starting to build up arrears or complaints, which enabled the authority to offer additional support. Under Right2BCared4 one pilot site has also appointed an accommodation support worker with specialist knowledge of housing legislation.

*I had one young person recently and because he went into the housing office knowing the right legislation that person has just signed and got a house, whereas if I’d gone in there not knowing that legislation she’d have been found intentionally homeless and not got a place* (Placement Support Worker).

*Unaccompanied asylum seekers and immigration policy*
The complexity of immigration legislation also caused difficulties for some local authorities. Policies affecting transition for unaccompanied young people are complex and continuously shifting (Wade et al., 2005). In one area difficulties were encountered as decisions concerning benefit and housing entitlements for young people with the same immigration status and paperwork appeared to be different. Such inconsistencies make preparation and planning problematic and can leave those in transition particularly vulnerable. Five pilot sites raised issues concerning service responses to meet the needs of unaccompanied asylum seeking children.

While UASC are trying to build new attachments, networks of support and settle in to a different social, economic and cultural climate they may also be facing uncertainty as to whether or not they will be granted leave to remain. Uncertainty concerning the future can impede preparation and planning. As one worker indicated, the emotional impact of this on young people can be immense:

*After her case was rejected...she didn't participate in anything. The one answer she wants is ‘am I staying, am I going, what's happening to me?’ She can't concentrate. So she missed out on education* (Team Manager).

Professionals also identified that such cases could be difficult to deal with on a personal level. Decisions concerning immigration status were beyond their control, yet, the outcomes would determine whether or not the young person would be entitled to ongoing support from the authority (see also, Chase et al., 2008).

*I've got a person he's all rights exhausted, and we as a borough have undertaken a human rights assessment on him, and then said basically that's it, we're withdrawing all support, goodbye...So he went, and we aren't supporting him no more, and obviously he's in the wider community now, doing what? I don't know. Living where?* (Personal Adviser)
So far, the report has explored some of the issues that have risen as local authorities have sought to encourage young people to remain in care and to develop strategies to better prepare them for their transition to independent living and the challenges and dilemmas that professionals can face as they try to do so. Developments also need to be understood with reference to young people’s wishes and feelings, as the pilot seeks to curtail and eliminate, as far as possible, impersonal care planning and promote young people’s active participation in the decision making process. The next section of the report explores this further.
6. Empowerment, communication and participation

Legislative requirements and the principles of participation

The Children Act 1989 recognises that local authorities should (as far as is reasonably practicable), ascertain the wishes and feelings of the child and that their views should be given due consideration when decisions are made (sec 22). Sanders and Mace (2006) suggest that professionals can face dilemmas meeting these requirements due to potential conflicts between the need to protect a child’s best interests and the young person having a voice. Power imbalances can also cause difficulties. Data from the national statistical returns on young people’s methods of participation at their last review indicated that just under two thirds of those aged 10-15 (64%) physically attended their review and spoke for themselves. A further 16 per cent of children did not attend but briefed an advocate to speak on their behalf. Amongst young people aged 16 the figures were 73 per cent and 16 per cent respectively. Four per cent of young people neither attended nor had their views conveyed to the review meeting (SSDA 903, year ending 31 March 2008). However, these data do not reveal the extent to which young people felt able to engage with this process or whether they felt their views were listened to and acted upon.

Shier (2001; 2006) identifies five levels of participation: 1) children are listened to 2) children are supported in giving their views 3) children’s views are taken into account 4) children are involved in decision making processes 5) children share power and responsibility for decision making. At each level he also identifies that professionals may have different degrees of commitment to the processes and outlines three stages of commitment: openings, opportunities and obligations. Openings occur when professionals are intent to work at that level of participation. Opportunity occurs when needs (including, for example, staff time and professional skills and knowledge are available to enable professionals to operate at this level in practice. The third stage is when
professionals are obliged to work in a particular way and this becomes part of the culture.

Past research suggests that young people’s reluctance to contribute to the decision-making process can sometimes be attributed to workers’ poor communication and listening skills:

They used to come and do reviews and they used to say ‘Is everything all right’ and everyone used to say ‘Yes’ but they never looked into it properly and asked you questions… I used to get a review once every nine months or something… And she was never available… She always tried to make arrangements for the days I was not available… so that made me really angry (Alison. Age at entry: 15 years. Age left 17 years old, in Skuse and Ward, 2003, p. 165).

A core element of Right2BCared4 centres around developing mechanisms that promote young people’s active participation in the decision-making process. To facilitate this, a number of measures have been introduced for the pilot. Right2BCared4 introduces the expectation that additional reviews (above and beyond those required to meet statutory requirements) should be held if changes to care plans are anticipated or occur due to ‘significant changes’ such as:

- for a young person to leave care before the age of 18;
- for a child to move from a regulated placement to unregulated lodgings (with a different carer) or to ‘independent living’ before the age of 18;
- if a child moves from a placement in residential care where the care plan has indicated that the placement is appropriate and the child is settled and attending school;
- an unplanned change to a placement that would disrupt a young person’s education; or if
• a young person is about to be discharged from a Secure Children’s Home or is leaving custody.

The IRO is responsible for ensuring that all necessary information is available before the review to allow a balanced decision to be taken as to whether a proposed change is in the best interests of the young person. The IRO is expected to adjourn the meeting if information is not available and changes should not be implemented until a review is held\(^4\). A review should then be reconvened when all the necessary information is available (and within 12 weeks)\(^5\). All young people are expected to attend their reviews and if a significant change is proposed then young people must have access to independent advocacy.

**The role of Independent Reviewing Officers (IROs)**

The Right2BCared4 pilot also introduces measures intended to strengthen the role of the IRO, including:

- Requiring local authorities to appoint a named IRO for each child. This step aims to enhance the personal accountability and individual responsibilities of each IRO and build in a presumption that every child has a right to a consistent relationship with one professional who keeps their care plan under review;

- Requiring IROs to spend time individually with each child prior to any review so that the IRO personally establishes the child’s wishes and feelings about the issues to be covered at the care planning meeting. This requirement includes giving disabled children in care an entitlement either to be supported by an IRO who has been trained in communication and other skills necessary to facilitate care planning for children with significant additional needs or for the IRO to seek a

\(^4\) If a move must take place, for example when a young person is being discharged from custody then the review should go ahead, but future commitments should be ‘least disruptive’ to the young person.

\(^5\) Revised regulations & guidance on the role and functions of the IRO will stipulate that a review meeting must be reconvened within 20 days.
specialist who has these skills to elicit and put forward effectively the child’s views.

The mapping exercise outlines IRO practice in each local authority prior to Right2BCared4 and plans for implementation. Further details are provided in appendix A. In five areas before implementation of the pilot, it was already standard practice for the IRO to meet with young people prior to the review, if this was what the young person wanted.

Local authorities outlined in their applications to DCSF that the IRO would have a key role in clarifying the circumstances in which additional reviews would be convened and making social workers aware of the new requirements. In addition, authorities proposed a range of different approaches to enhancing the IRO role both to improve care planning and support young people’s participation. LA B proposed to develop a system to allow IROs to have remote access to documents in advance of review meetings. In LA A they proposed piloting young people chairing their own reviews with support from the IRO. LA C have appointed a dedicated Right2BCared4 IRO to work with their cohort of young people and proposed to extend IRO support to young people returning to their families. The benefits of some of these strategies will be explored in-depth in the next phase of the research.

**Changes in policy and practice post implementation of Right2BCared4**

Overall, the data from the focus groups suggested that having a dedicated Right2BCared4 IRO facilitated improved scrutiny of care plans and has allowed workers to spend more time with young people prior to reviews. There was also evidence that policies strengthening notification procedures to ensure that IROs were aware of significant changes had given them leverage to challenge the authority if plans were not seen to be in the child’s best interests. Continuity of IRO was also seen to be beneficial so that more meaningful relationships with young people could be established. This was seen to facilitate discussion of issues causing concern, in general, as well as
promoting participation in reviews. In one area the additional funding available under the pilot meant the IRO was able to visit a residential unit on a weekly basis to discuss issues with them and it’s done on a really informal basis so that they see me as someone who’s just involved within their life, as it were (Independent Reviewing Officer).

In another pilot site the dedicated Right2BCared4 IRO acted as a ‘go-between’ when relationships between social workers and/or carers and young people were at risk of breaking down. The IRO’s availability and their capacity to invest time in dialogue with individual young people meant that channels of communication remained open. The IRO was also able to spend time keeping up to date with the progression of the case over time, reading case notes regularly and seeking clarification of whether key tasks had been completed in a timely fashion.

Increased communication between IROs and advocates was identified as a development since implementation of Right2BCared4. This was perceived by independent advocates to have enhanced young people’s rights.

One of the things we do differently now under the project, our first questions is, ‘Right, who’s the IRO?’ and we think about making those links, because we know more about the IRO’s role, and that they are possibly more aligned to our role really (Children’s Rights Officer).

Prior to Right2BCared4 we had situations from an advocacy point of view…I can name three young people where they were removed and complaint letters went to their old address…Right2BCared4 has been really good [as we can] say you can’t [make a significant change to plans] until there’s a review, but we’re also picking up the phone to the reviewing officers…[who] can get involved (Children's Rights Officer).
Challenges and ongoing issues

The enhanced role of IROs, however, has raised new issues for some local authorities with some re-negotiation of role boundaries having to take place. Although IROs need to work collaboratively with social workers it is also important that they feel able to challenge colleagues if there are delays in the decision-making process, or if they feel that care plans are not in the best interests of the young person.

IROs work quite hard to have some kind of cooperative relationship with people working directly with young people, but you have to be careful that that’s not a collusive one, it compromises the young person’s best interests, and I think IROs struggle with [this]. They know their colleagues are sometimes very hard pressed…but we do need to be clear that if something isn’t right that needs to be highlighted…it’s not a criticism of an individual worker necessarily, but the fact remains that young person’s not getting the deal they should (Service Manager).

Demarcation of responsibilities following an increase in IRO involvement in cases had caused tensions in some areas, particularly at the outset. Some social workers felt that IROs were taking over their case management responsibilities and that their practice was under constant scrutiny. There were also workload implications associated with having to hold additional reviews.

At this stage in the evaluation it is not yet clear whether the enhanced IRO role particularly benefits certain groups of young people, for example, those with complex care histories. An IRO in one of the pilot sites questioned whether it was a good use of resources to travel considerable distances to visit young people in stable placements a week before their review and that some young people had been a little bemused by this. Although improvements in communication with disabled young people was identified as part of the Right2BCared4 remit, only one area (which was about to appoint a participation worker for disabled children) mentioned this during the course of
the focus groups. Further attention will be given to this in subsequent phases of the research.

**Convening additional reviews in response to significant changes**

*Pre-existing policy and practice before implementation of Right2BCared4*

Applications to DCSF to become a pilot site revealed that eight local authorities already considered bringing reviews forward in response to changes in young people’s circumstances. In these areas therefore, Right2BCared4 could be seen as formalising arrangements rather than indicating a wholesale change in practice.

*Changes in policy and practice post implementation of Right2BCared4 and ongoing challenges and issues*

Amongst professionals there were mixed views concerning the potential value of convening additional reviews. The potential benefits were seen to depend to some extent on the skills of professionals to actively engage young people in the review process, making young people the focus of the meeting and allowing them some control over it. Focus group respondents claimed that for reviews to be perceived as a positive experience for young people it was important that they had a sense of ownership of the process and felt empowered to drive the review. This could include having the freedom to decide who should attend and where the review was held. As one IRO reflected, the review process needs to evolve and adapt:

*It needs to change with the young person, so that as they grow and change so do the reviews. A review for a looked after young person at five is very different to a 17-year-old’s looked after review, although the process is exactly the same. And I think that we need [to think about] how it’s viewed and*
packaged for that young person to get them to buy into it. It doesn’t...have to be a formal meeting, and I think that we need to move away from that (Leaving Care worker).

The scope to move away from ‘bureaucratic tick boxing’ was also identified by professionals as facilitating young people’s engagement in reviews.

We are moving away from a lot of people sitting around a table at a LAC review, the important people need to be there, but it’s not an agency meeting, it’s not professionals meeting, it’s a young person’s meeting...(Independent Reviewing Officer).

IROs and advocates have a role to play in encouraging young people to actively engage in a formal meeting process that historically young people may have felt alienated by and excluded from.

Very often young people withdraw because of their past experiences of processes, and I think the thing is to try and find a way to actually draw them back (Independent Reviewing Officer).

It was clear that there were differences in professional perspectives as to whether additional reviews simply met the needs of the organisation and/or the young person. In one authority they were positive that Right2BCared4 had been something that their ‘difficult’ young people had responded well to and that they had welcomed the fact that the IRO was checking that if they had left care that this was their informed decision and that they were aware that they had a right to return. In another pilot site a leaving care worker reflected:

Even if it’s not well-received, they understand why you’re doing it. Thinking of a young person I know who’s just come out of custody, he knows why, you
know, I might be on his case a bit, because I think I’ve succeeded in communicating that I actually do care what happens to him... And I think it’s a helpful umbrella – it’s not a cure all but I do think it’s a useful bit of padding for that young person to fall back on.

The review, in the contexts described above, was seen as one process within the wider context of one-to-one work, rather than the only forum for decision-making. Past research demonstrates that young people value contact and support that is seen to go beyond professional requirements and sends the message to young people that they are of value in their own right (Skuse and Ward, 2003). However, not all professionals viewed additional reviews as beneficial.

So they’re used to having gone through their whole care history, of having two, and all of a sudden, ‘Right, that’s changed, we have to have a review. ‘Again! I don’t want to have a review, I don’t like going to them as it is. What are you doing, why are you doing that?’ That’s what I’m finding a challenge about Right2BCared4. It’s actually, erm, changing their view about how a review works.

By the time people are 16, 17 they really are no longer interested in reviews, and one must bear in mind that these are just normal adolescents underneath it all and they do become increasingly disenchanted and disassociated with the process because the real work goes on elsewhere, the real work goes on with the one-to-one stuff (Leaving Care Worker).

Independent Advocacy

The Advocacy Services and Representations Procedure (Children) (Amendment) Regulations 2004 already requires that when the local authority becomes aware that a child or young person wishes to exercise their right to make a complaint or other representation about services they receive, the authority must provide them with information about advocacy services and
offer help in obtaining an advocate. The pilots are expected to empower young people to be actively involved in planning their move to independence and enable them to participate meaningfully in each stage of the transition process and have their wishes and feelings taken into account. The mapping exercise found that every area, as one would expect, already had an arrangement with a charity or independent provider to offer advocacy. Two pilot sites also indicated that independent visitors and/or mentors were available. More detailed plans to extend the provision of advocacy are outlined in appendix A.

**Pre-existing policy and practice before implementation of Right2BCared4**

LA K have sought develop their advocacy service by specifically targeting young people whose placements have been identified as unstable. LA H has proposed to write to all young people aged between 14 and 18 to advise them of their enhanced advocacy service and remind of this service at their reviews. Similarly, LA F also intends to formally encourage young people to make use of the advocacy service (from the age of eight years old) to support them during their reviews. LA I plan to introduce an opt-out advocacy service, which will be routinely offered to children and young people when they first enter care. LA G intends to automatically refer young people (aged 14 and over) to their advocacy service whenever a significant change to their care plan is proposed.

Under Right2BCared4, local authorities have sought to raise awareness of the availability of independent advocacy and some have reduced restrictions on access to an advocate, for example, by extending provision beyond 18 and/or offering longer-term support rather than an advocate to support a young person in response to a specific complaint or issue. Six pilot sites have established a policy of approaching young people to offer them an advocate (opt-out policy), although the focus group data suggest that rates of uptake
have differed. Variations in uptake of advocacy will be explored further in interviews with young people and professionals involved in supporting and caring for them.

**Ongoing challenges and issues**

It was clear both from the paperwork submitted to DCSF and during focus groups that there were mixed views as to when independent advocacy services should be made available and for how long. As a Children’s Rights Officer reflected:

*We had long debates amongst ourselves and amongst other authorities about when you give a young person an advocate or whether you actually give them an advocate or whether you offer them that service when they need it. So, when we first started, we wrote to everyone in the sort of fourteen and fifteen [age group], saying there is this advocacy service, we know you’re going to be going through a lot of changes, and looking towards independent living on your own over the next few years…would you like somebody to help you through that? And there wasn’t anybody that said Oh yes, please, that’d be lovely.*

Looked after young people often experience multiple changes of social worker over the course of their care career and as such have to negotiate new relationships with a number of workers who have access to extensive personal information about them from case records. In this context it is perhaps unsurprising that some are reluctant to seek advice and support from yet another professional. As one advocate recounted:

*I’ve had it said to me, Oh you’re just another person who comes into my life and walks out of my life.*
The large number of people asking young people for their views was also raised as a concern by some professionals.

*I've got an advocate asking my views, I've got some Right2BCared4 bod asking me for my views, and now I've got the independent reviewing officer asking me for my views, how many bloody times do I have to tell them!* (Independent Reviewing Officer).

It is important that young people have choice and that it is clear to them the distinct contribution that an independent advocate might make. In the pilot area above, young people who have had an advocate have been explaining to others what the service can offer, so that young people become more aware of how the advocacy service might assist them. In another area advocacy was more fully embedded in the culture of the authority prior to implementation of the Right2BCared4 pilot. Where this was the case young people, including those who are considered ‘hard to engage’, were perceived by professionals to value having an advocate. The independent nature of advocates was identified as one reason for this, especially for those who felt let down by children’s social care.

*As an advocacy agency, we have a very different relationship with young people because they work with us because they’ve chosen to work with us, and they know we’re an independent agency so that from the very beginning they’re very open with us. Erm, as I say, it’s a very different relationship and they know that we’re purely for them* (Advocacy worker).

*I don’t think they see it as an extra person, I think it’s their person* (Participation Officer).
In eight areas it was noted that since Right2BCared4 had begun, leaving care workers’ and IROs’ views of the positive role and contribution that advocates could play had increased and these authorities were increasingly encouraging young people, particularly those who were disengaged, to access support via this route. As one advocate explained:

_We’re not kind of bound up by…any departmental pressures, and I guess one of the changes [since R2BCared4] is that we do get more referrals coming via professionals because they will say to us and the young people, ‘Look, I can’t say this on your behalf because I work for [Local Authority], so go to [Advocacy service]…’ …And young people are happy with that. I mean at the end of the day young people just kind of want to feel that someone is truly on their side and, whilst they have good relationships with other professionals, leaving care workers etc, etc, they know at the end of the day that they work for the authority._

Subsequent phases of the evaluation will explore the distinct contribution that IROs and independent advocates make to supporting young people’s participation in reviews and in promoting improved outcomes for the young people concerned.
7. Next steps and the local authorities involved

This is an interim report which offers a preliminary insight into some of the issues that professionals have encountered during the first 12-18 months of the Right2BCared4 pilot. The final report will present findings from a wider range of data sources collected from six out of the eleven pilot sites, plus two comparator sites. Young people’s views and experiences are being collected via a survey and 64 in-depth interviews. These aspects of the evaluation are being conducted by former care leavers who have been trained as peer researchers. Case files on a sub-sample of cases will also be audited, with the permission of the young people concerned. In these cases the professionals involved in the pathway planning process will also be interviewed. Activity data will be collected to examine the costs of operating Right2BCared4 compared with standard leaving care services. Data will also be extracted from Management Information Systems to provide contextual information on the in-care experiences of young people, the progress they have made and outcomes achieved.

Selection of case study areas for in-depth evaluation

Six areas have been selected for in-depth case study work, including the peer research component of the evaluation to explore young people’s views and experiences of service provision under Right2BCared4. The selection of six pilot sites was informed by the mapping exercise, to facilitate exploration of a wide range of different approaches to the delivery of Right2BCared4. Two of the six pilot sites are also engaged in work with the Centre for Child and Family Research (CCFR) on a DCSF funded study that aims to identify and monitor the costs incurred to social care and other agencies to support children in need, including care leavers (Holmes et al., forthcoming, 2010).

Table 3, below, shows the local authorities selected and summarises the core elements of the plans they submitted to DCSF when they applied to become pilot sites for the Right2BCared4 project.
Table 3: In-depth case study pilot sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pilot areas for in-depth evaluation</th>
<th>Core elements of authorities applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| A                                   | • Young people chairing their own reviews
  • Independent advocacy in response to ‘significant changes’
  • Arm’s length IRO unit |
| B                                   | • Use of range of methods of communicating with young people (text, email)
  • Increase use of volunteer mentors
  • 4 bedded residential unit for young people aged 16 + |
| C                                   | • Support for young people who leave care of their own volition without proper planning
  • Provision of IRO for young people returning to their families, so ongoing support and advice
  • Cross-borough reviewing pilot (wider cohort than Right2BCared4) |
| D                                   | • Automatic contact from Children’s Rights for young people in the pilot to support the review
  • Accommodation partnership officer for vulnerable young people – to work with local housing authorities and the private sector and help young people identify suitable accommodation |
| E                                   | • Exploration of the most effective way of providing support to the young person – whether from independent advocates, carers, family/friends, mentors
  • Plan to support placements where breakdown might otherwise lead to early discharge
  • Extension of the learning support service |
| F                                   | • IROs to assume responsibility for all foster carer reviews to ensure foster carers contribute to planning for young people and empower young people to make their own decisions and prepare them for independence
  • Care leavers to have equal access to independent advocates once they leave care
  • Participation worker post to encourage young people’s and develop creative participation (already using drama, art, music to engage young people) |

Decisions were not based on any assessment of the perceived quality of plans or existing services. The choice of areas was based upon a desire to try and ensure that a wide range of core strategies for delivery of the aims and objectives of Right2BCared4 are being evaluated in-depth to assist with identification of ‘what works’.
Selection of comparator authorities

In addition to the six pilot authorities identified above, data are also being collected from two authorities that have not implemented Right2Bcared4 (comparator authorities). Authorities identified as providing high quality services to eligible, relevant and former relevant young people were shortlisted as potential comparator sites, so that Right2Bcared4 can be evaluated against best ‘standard leaving care’ practice. This is likely to offer a fair comparison, given that pilot sites were expected to demonstrate similar characteristics to those identified as being necessary to meet the criteria for becoming a Beacon council for children in care services.

NCAS (What Makes the Difference?) had carried out a baseline survey of services available to older looked after children and care leavers between January 2007- April 2007 (see: [http://www.leavingcare.org/professionals/products/baselining_survey](http://www.leavingcare.org/professionals/products/baselining_survey)). Forty three local authorities completed a questionnaire and a number of service managers were interviewed. Annual performance assessment data (2006-2007) on the ‘percentage of care leavers aged 19 living in suitable accommodation’ were then examined and those performing below pilot sites were excluded. This ‘long short list’ was then narrowed to exclude authorities with small populations of looked after children aged 16 or above. Those authorities that receive leaving care services provided by the charity Catch 22 (which NCAS sits within) were also excluded as NCAS are part of the evaluation team. The research team then drew upon their current knowledge of local authority practice to select four potential comparator sites. Two of these authorities have been approached and asked whether they are willing to take part in the research. Negotiations are underway with these authorities and they are expected to make a decision about participation in the near future.
8. Conclusion

Right2BCared4 outlines a series of principles that ought to be promoted within pilot sites with the aim of improving outcomes for care leavers. At the core lies the belief that young people have the right to remain looked after until they reach 18, or until there is agreement from professionals and young people that they are prepared and ready for independence. The principles of the pilot move leaving care policy along a continuum away from accelerated and compressed pathways to independence and towards transitions more akin to those of the general population. This was universally welcomed by social care professionals and advocates during the course of focus groups. Right2BCared4 was seen to provide leverage and funding to encourage young person centred rather than resource led decision-making. It was also felt that organisational cultures and attitudes were shifting and there was increasing recognition that local authorities needed to act as a good parent would. However, the extent to which changes were attributable to Right2BCared4 rather than the wider Every Child Matters and Care Matters agenda was not always clear cut. Practitioners and managers did feel that local authorities’ corporate parenting role has been brought into sharper focus.

"It’s not quite just so much about money any more: there seems to have been a subtle [shift]…there’s much more [thinking] as a parent would. If you are a parent and your child needs something, you go overdrawn, don’t you? And I think in a way it’s a bit like corporate parents now for education, for accommodation…they have to act like parents and can’t just say ‘Sorry, off you go’ (Inclusion Officer)

"It’s young person friendly as opposed to being the cheapest method or whatever, that has definitely changed, that culture’s changed for us. And I think that the only person that’s benefiting from that is the young person."
Further, the pilot was seen to have reiterated the importance of obtaining young people’s views and involving them in the decision-making process, whether this be with additional IRO and/or independent advocate support.

*It’s about really kind of focussing on good quality care planning and part of that is involving the young person because it’s not a good care plan if they don’t, you know, if they’re not involved in it* (Independent Reviewing Officer).

Although changes under Right2BCared4 were welcomed, some professionals still highlighted that not all young people are ready to move at the age of 18 and that young people in the general population tend to remain with their families into their twenties. Service entitlement, however, remains connected to age and issues surrounding transitions from children’s services to adult services were still considered problematic in some areas. Mendes and Moselhuddin (2006) argue that:

*Graduation from care needs to become a far more gradual and flexible process based on levels of maturity and skill development, rather than simply age* (p.113).

Professionals identified challenges under the pilot. When young people remain in care for longer, additional demands are placed on already stretched fostering services. Difficulties were also encountered when a young person’s wish to remain in a specific placement did not align with their carer’s view. It was also evident that authorities could struggle to find appropriate placements for young people who made a request to return to care before they reached 18. Placements for those with the most complex needs are also disproportionately costly, placing an additional financial burden on the authority if they are extended or the young person returns to them (Ward et al., 2008). Similarly, offering enhanced support via IROs, advocates or other specialists has resource implications. Concerns were raised by pilot sites about the sustainability of Right2BCared4 provisions on completion of the pilot if resources were not made available to support this.
As the report demonstrates, local authorities have responded in different ways to meet the aims and objectives of Right2BCared4 and what constitutes Right2BCared4 intervention in one area may be considered standard provision elsewhere. Such issues will be explored more fully over the course of the evaluation (see appendix B for further details). Young people’s perspectives on planning, service provision, relationships with professionals, participation and the impact these are thought to have had on outcomes will be a major focus of the next phase of the research.
# Appendix A

## Table A.1: Preparation for independent living

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pilot site</th>
<th>Placement type</th>
<th>Supported lodgings</th>
<th>Supported accommodation</th>
<th>Taster and training flats</th>
<th>Floating support</th>
<th>Additional comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Protocol guaranteeing a tenancy with the housing directorate for care leavers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Appointment of accommodation and housing support officer to advise young people on housing options and work with housing authorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Collaborative working and earlier engagement with the housing association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Housing services to provide up to 8 tenancies a year to care leavers with allocation to be left to the LAC team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓*</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Housing and tenancy guide is made available to the young person and a tenancy support worker from a local voluntary sector housing organisation is allocated prior to a move to independence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Choice based lettings scheme and all care leavers are able to access their own tenancy. Housing support workers located within the leaving care service – deliver a needs-led support package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Extension of foster placements, on request, beyond 18 if a young person is doing A Levels or undertaking a college course</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates that this a new provision under the Right2BCared4 pilot
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pilot site</th>
<th>Existing practice</th>
<th>Proposals under Right2BCared4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **A**      | • IROs based in unit which is at arms length from operational matters  
• IRO will meet the child before the review  
• Additional reviews convened if felt necessary | • IRO to take responsibility for reviewing all eligible and relevant care leavers to ensure appropriate care placement decisions  
• Piloting young people chairing their reviews  
• Clear guidance to be developed on specific events that will require an additional review |
| **B**      | • Social Workers contact the IRO if significant changes occur to discuss the need for an additional review.  
• IRO’s have remote access to documents in advance of reviews | • Young people have the opportunity to meet the IRO prior to a review |
| **C**      | • Cross-borough reviewing pilot (wider cohort than Right2BCared4) | • IRO to make all reasonable attempts to meet the young person prior to the review in every case where there’s a plan to move a young person from a regulated care setting to an unregulated one  
• Provision of IRO for young people returning to their families, so ongoing support and advice |
| **D**      |                           | • IROs determine what events trigger an early review. They should be advised of significant changes |
| **E**      | • Young people normally have the opportunity to meet the IRO prior to a review |                           |
| **F**      | • IROs based in separate Quality Assurance Unit  
• Consistency in IROs | • IRO to assume responsibility for foster carer reviews to ensure foster carers contribute to planning for young people and empower young people to make their own decisions and prepare them for independence |
| **G**      | • IROs meet with young people before the review if young person wants to | • IROs to develop stronger links with schools and providers of services for disabled children in the adult sector  
• Additional hours of IRO time to build inter-agency understanding of the review |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>process and significant changes triggers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| H | • IROs rigorously apply the standards and instigate the Problem Resolution Process.  
• IROs ensure that all those attending the review meeting have received and understood related documentation | • Additional reviews convened if there are any significant changes to the care plan  
• When a Disputes Resolution process is instigated the Assistant Director of Children’s Social Care will monitor the resolution  
• The IRO attempts to engage with young people when there are indications that they may not fully engage with the review and will check that they have understood the records and decisions made |
| I | • IRO meets with child prior to the review if the child wishes and there are varied methods for gaining their views | |
| J | • Consistency in IROs as far as possible  
• IROs routinely have a pre-meeting with young people to confirm they understand the process and are able to express their wishes | • Enhanced IRO capacity to manage additional reviews (for significant changes) and facilitate meaningful involvement of young people  
• Workshops to assist staff communication skills to work effectively with young people – involve young people in the training |
<p>| K | • IRO meets with young people prior to review, as far as logistically possible | • IRO’s have remote access to documents in advance of reviews |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pilot site</th>
<th>R2BCared4 Policy all young people offered an advocate (opt-out policy)</th>
<th>Additional comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>✅</td>
<td>Under R2BCared4 additional guidance to social workers and IROs re: consideration of using advocate/independent person when young people are facing significant changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Volunteer mentors also available Use of range of methods of communicating with young people (text, email)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Development of a 'Right2B Heard' proforma that the IRO will complete with the young person prior to the review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>✅</td>
<td>Raise profile of advocacy under Right2BCared4 and monitor the most effective way of providing support to young people – whether from independent advocates, carers, family/friends, mentors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Independent visitors also available Under R2BCared4. Care leavers to have equal access to independent advocates once they leave care. Participation worker post to encourage young people’s participation from entry to care and to further develop creative consultation (already using drama, art, music to engage young people)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>✅</td>
<td>Appointment of full time advocacy worker under R2BCared4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>✅</td>
<td>Young people are encouraged to see and advocate to ensure that their views and wishes are heard and considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>✅</td>
<td>Independent visitors and mentors also available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>✅</td>
<td>Under R2BCared4 lead IRO to encourage attendance of independent person at reviews Children’s rights officer to re-develop the independent visitors scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>Under Right2BCared4 expansion of independent advocacy to those who are 18 plus. Targeting young people in placements that are not as stable as others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B

Aims and objectives of the evaluation
The overarching aim of the evaluation is to assess the extent to which the Right2BCared4 pilots help care leavers achieve better outcomes.

The evaluation is examining the extent to which the Right2BCared4 pilots promote:

Improved stability
- Improve the stability of final care placements and reduce the number of young people moving to independence before reaching age 18;
- Improve young people’s self esteem (knowing that they would not be expected to leave care before age 18);

Communication and Empowerment
- Empower young people to participate meaningfully at each stage of the transition process;
- Enhance communication and relationships between social workers/IROs and young people;
- Implement robust review mechanisms that ensure care and pathway plans reflect the needs and wishes of young people;

and offer:

Additional benefits
- Provide additional benefits and improved outcomes compared to more standard leaving care services;

Value for money
- Provide value for money over and above the service provided in non-pilot local authorities.
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